Grade 10
Weave

Grade 20
Weave

Cheesecloth is an excellent choice for low-lint cleaning, polishing and food service
applications. Many industrial, janitorial, and food service industries specify a cheesecloth
fabric for their applications because of its unique combination of purity, softness,
absorbency and strength.

Grade 40
Weave

CHEESECLOTH FEATURES
100% Cotton
Bleached or Unbleached

Grade 50
Weave

Variety of Weave Constructions
Various Put-Ups Available (Boxes, Bolts, Wheel Cuts, Slitting)
CHEESECLOTH USES

Grade 60
Weave

Grade 80
Weave

Grade 90
Weave

General Wiping/Cleaning

Tile Polishing

Dusting

Cheese Making

Paint Straining

Wine Making

Paint Application/Faux Painting

Syrup/Jelly Making

Furniture Stain

Craft Making

Application/Polishing

Graphic Arts Applications

HERMITEX®

DOUBLE/ROLLED BOLTS

HERMITEX® is manufactured from 100%
purified cotton fibers and contains no
silicone. Its bright white, high quality,
cotton fibers are low-lint and
non-abrasive, yet strong enough to
withstand industrial wiping and polishing
operations utilizing strong solvents. The
textured weave of HERMITEX® provides
more surface area for trapping
contaminants and moisture, resulting
in absorbency of more than 400 times
its dry weight in liquids.

Multi-use 36-inch wide cheesecloth
folded into a convenient bolt package.
Packed 10 bolts per case. Double/Rolled
bolts are offered in many bleached and
unbleached weave constructions.

HERMITEX® meets the following wiping
cloth specifications: Qualified by
Performance Review Institute (PRI) to
meet or exceed SAE Specification AMS
3819, Class 1, Grade A, BMS 15-5G, CLASS
A SPECIFICATION.

JIFFY ROLL
JIFFY ROLL wipes are made from four
layers of 100% cotton cheesecloth and
contain no contaminants, silicone or
chemical binders. JIFFY ROLL wipes
provide a heavier, thicker, more absorbent
wipe than HERMITEX®, and are excellent
for use in sealant applications.
JIFFY ROLL meets the following wiping
cloth specifications: Qualified by
Performance Review Institute (PRI) to
meet or exceed SAE Specification AMS
3819, Class 1, Grade A, BMS 15-5G, CLASS
A SPECIFICATION.

IDEALFOLD
Cheesecloth packed in IDEALFOLD boxes
provides convenient material access for
end users involved in wiping, cleaning,
painting and food preparation operations.

DeRoyalTextiles.com

PACKAGE-READY CHEESECLOTH
Cheesecloth available in 2, 4, 5, and
10 yard packages. Packaged in clear
polybags for easy display. Great for
straining, basting, polishing and cleaning.
Private label packaging is available.
Packaged 144 packages per case.

ROLLED CLOTH
Multi-use greige and bleached fabrics
available on small rolls. Roll lengths
range from 50 to 500 yards.

GRAPHIC ARTS CHEESECLOTH
Graphic arts cheesecloth provides the
proper absorbency for applying gum
arabic and is the ideal product for
applying a uniform, thin film of gum
to an offset plate. It is not only soft and
absorbent, but also will not scratch or
scuff image areas. After the plate is
gummed, graphic arts cheesecloth is
excellent for buffing the plate to a dry,
smooth and streak-free finish. Graphic arts
cheesecloth will not leave lint or residue.
Grade 40 and Grade 50 Boxes and Bolts.
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